ACTIVITY SHEET

PROcrastination

National Puppy Day Edition

WORD SCRAMBLE

Dog Breeds

1. BHAIS NUI
2. BLA
3. CHNUSDHAD
4. IMAAADLTN
5. LDOEPO
6. ORICG

CROSSWORD

Getting a Puppy

ACROSS:
1. Puppies love to ___.
3. You’ll need to take a puppy outside every few hours to ___.
5. Puppies can be a handful. Because of this, getting an ___ dog might be a better option for some people.
6. It might be a good idea to invest in some ___ so your new puppy doesn’t resort to chewing your belongings.

DOWN:
2. “___, don’t shop.”
4. Puppies have a lot of ___ so make sure you’re giving them plenty of exercise.
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